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Medical: Audiology/Hearing
Dr. Lori Halvorson
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847-295-1185
www.lakeforesthearing.com
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Jay Weitzman
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847-584-1590
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Paul Knobel
Kitchens and Baths by Knobel
847-251-4465
www.kitchensbyknobel.com
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Heather Burns
Northfield Community Nursery School
847-446-1116
director@nfcns.org
www.nfcns.org

Heating - Cooling - Electric
Patrick Erickson
R.H. Witt Heating, Cooling & Electric
847-724-1690
www.rhwitt.com

Health and Wellness: Personal Training
Jose’ph Hassan & Carla Ghanem
Minerva Personal Training
480-766-9728
jhghanem@gmail.com

Flooring: Carpet, Rug and Upholstery Cleaning
Michael Vincent
Optimum Carpet Care
847-223-2398
michael@optimumcarpetcare.com
www.optimumcarpetcare.com

Pet: Boarding, Grooming, Swimming
Francine Barnes
Carriage Hill Kennels
847-724-0270
www.carriagehillskennels.com

Physical Therapy and Sports Medicine
Dahlia Fahmy
Sports and Ortho: Physical Therapy
and Sports Medicine
224-282-8133
www.sportsandortho.net

Chiropractor
Alex Halstead, D.C.
Atlas Upper Cervical Chiropractic
402 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, IL 60091
847.920.4506
www.atlasucc.com

Plumbing
Carrie Hoza
Bratschi Plumbing Company Inc.
847-446-1421
www.bratschiinc.com

Hair Loss - Trichology - Alternative Hair
Debbie Ansay-Martinez
Hairlab Chicago
847-999-9585
www.hairlabchicago.com

Charity: Faith & Hope
Pastor Josh Parsons
The Orchard
847-531-9615
www.theorchardefc.org
jparsons@theorchardefc.org

Eric Klein
FREE help finding assisted living
memory care and in-home care

847-653-1212
eklein@carepatrol.com
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Happy October Northfield!
We hope this finds you and your family well. Fall is almost upon us and
the leaves are just starting to turn. I love the fall. Pretty colors.
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Our Cover Story on Sean and Arielle Hofherr is a must read! I had so
much fun at the photo shoot. Both Sean and Arielle are fun spirited
and passionate about meat! Special thanks to them. They are open for
curbside pickup during the pandemic.
Welcome our newest sponsor Body & Sole, who recently had a grand
re-opening! Ivette and crew are doing a great job of sourcing dance
needs across the north shore.
Great Pumpkins! Go Green Northfield, the Northfield Park District and
the Village of Northfield organize free pumpkin composting. Check
inside for the details.
In future issues we would like to feature a calendar of community events
and would love your input. As things get back to ‘normal’ we will be
posting more and more. Thank you for your support.
Don’t forget that if you are looking to patronize any business, please
check our sponsors and expert contributors who bring this news to you!
Special thanks to all of our sponsors! This publication comes to you
courtesy of the local verticals who sponsor Northfield Neighbors. Please
visit all of them as they are the pillars of support that bring this magazine
to your mailbox.
Northfield Neighbors’ Facebook page is live and accessible for all!
Search on ‘@NorthfieldNeighborsBVM’ and give us a like. It is another
way to reach out with your comments and suggestions. Our mission is to
bring people together.
Take your time reading, enjoy the stories, and catch up on any updates
through our Facebook page! As always please send along feedback via
phone, email or Facebook. We welcome it! After all, Northfield is home!
Best,

Beth & Harlan Chemers
Publishers

Content Coordinator:
Eric Klein
Designer:
Robin Stachura
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Hofherr Meat Company
By Eric Klein | Photos by Sari Pina
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here is something about the smell of a
butcher shop that brings back smiles
and fond memories of Grandpa’s
backyard barbeques and family
holiday dinners. Grandpa took great
pride in his relationship with his butcher,
and loved picking out choice cuts that he
would prepare for the family.
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Chicagoland has a long tradition of excellent meat, and
Hofherr Meat Company has been a trusted source for
locally as well as ethically sourced ingredients, prepared
foods, and curated pantry goods for nearly a decade.
Owners Sean and Arielle Hofherr come from a long line of
butchers, beginning with a great-great-great-grandfather
who was a village butcher in Germany. The tradition
continued when his immigrant great-great-grandfather
established the original Hofherr Meat Company on
Chicago’s South Side. Inspired by a reverence for his
family’s butchering heritage, Sean “reopened” Hofherr
Meat Co in Northfield in early 2014.
Sean is a Northfield native, and his wife Arielle grew up in
nearby Glencoe. They met at Northfield’s local bar when
it was Seul’s Tavern. Shortly after, they settled together in
Northfield. They are currently Park Partners, and sponsor
various events throughout the year including Fourth of July
and the Northfield State Fair. Sean is an active member of
the Illinois Barbeque association and smokes some of the
best barbeque north of the Mason Dixon!
While many butcher shops and grocery stores use preprocessed meats from industrialized factories, Sean has
built his business on the principle of buying and selling
meats that are directly traceable to the production source.
As a result of years of dedication, they have constructed a
carefully orchestrated supply of humanely-raised animals.

The Hofherr Meat Company is a labor of love, and it is
reflected in their family dynamic and the inspiration they
find in their work. They enjoy being able to work with their
hands while creating products that “nourish mind, body
and soul.” As a result of their approach to work and life,
they find that their customers are as passionate about their
products and customer service as they are about serving
them some of the finest meats around.
Stay at home has forced more people back into their kitchens,
and for meat loving families, the Hofherr Meat Company
has been to the go to place for creating memorable meals
to get them through a crazy year filled with the virus scare,
broken work routines and schooling kids at home. The
family has been encouraged by the heartwarming support
they have received from the community. This support gives
them the energy to grow their business and strive to make
Northfield into a “culinary mecca.”
They recently launched a weekly meal kit program that
customers can’t stop talking about. Every week they will
present a new meal kit, inspired by seasonal ingredients,
various cooking techniques and regional dishes, They
draw their creativity and inspiration from Julia Child,
friendships, sincerity, home movies, boomboxes, Andre
Dawson, sharp knives, marshmallow fluff, Phish, and
fishing with friends, and family.
NORTHFIELD NEIGHBORS 5

Last year Sean and Arielle went to New Orleans for their
anniversary. Their dream trip included Jazz Fest and
skydiving. Earlier this year, they planned on returning
to New Orleans for another Jazz Fest. When it became
apparent that travel was not going to be possible this year,
initially they were sad. But then they created Festing in
Place as a new way to honor Jazz Fest and still celebrate
great music. They made it their mission to bring the festival
to their shop. For two weeks they created line-ups that

included dressing up, blasting great jazz tunes, enjoying
Creole food and even working on a group coloring page to
hang in the shop after the festival was over.
Throughout the entire year, this festive spirit is evident from
the moment you step foot in the Hofherr Meat Company.
They believe in educating their customers as well as serving
them. And they do it with a smile because their patrons are
not just customers, they are neighbors as well.

Talsky Tonal Chiropractic and Laser Wellness Center
Call 847-828-4108 | TalskyTonalChiropractic.com

Zerona laser for fat loss and body contouring | Call 847-401-7957
464 Central Av. Ste. 24, Northfield, IL 60093
We are NOW providing uniquely effective Tonal Chiropractic and Low Level Laser
in our SAFE, Anti-Viral environment.
Now offering cutting edge,
low level laser therapy
including Zerona technology
for fat reduction and body
contouring with no pain, no
downtime, no side effects

Tonal Chiropractic for those who want:
•
•
•
•

Boosting and Enhancing Immunity
Recovery from injury and chronic pain
Pro-active healing and Anti-Aging
Increased every day Performance
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Call or Text now 847-828-4108
Zerona Laser/fat loss and
body contouring for:
•
•
•
•

Those who want to look better in their clothing
Those who want to reduce stubborn fat areas
Those who need to loose a little fat quickly
Those who want to kickstart a weight loss plan

Call or Text now 847-401-7957
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MY HAIR IS FALLING OUT...WHAT CAN I DO?
By Eric Klein | Expert Contributor
Did you know that it is normal to lose
50-100 hairs per day? How about that
more than 50% of women will experience
noticeable hair loss?*
Whether you are experiencing the initial
stages of hair loss, looking for preventative
measures or dealing with total hair loss,
Hairlab Chicago is your one stop hair and
scalp wellness center solution. They don’t
just help clients get their hair back, they
get to the root of the issues and assess
and treat these disorders.
Owners Debbie Ansay-Martinez and
Chanel Kwak are educators and industry
leaders that have been serving their Northshore clientele
for over 20 years. They are well known in the business for
their passion for the beauty industry, embracing continuing
education and their devotion to exceptional guest service.
Debbie and Chanel battled the physical and emotional
trauma of hair loss themselves. They realized there was a
lack of quality options available. Through their experience
symptoms, they started noticing changes with their clients
and found that hair loss was a growing issue with men and
women of all ages and children.

inviting, professional, and appealing. So,
check it out for yourself. Call today for the
free 15-minute confidential consultation.
Hairlab Chicago is located in Northfield
in the Teddie Kossof Building. They are
on the right side with a private entrance
into the salon.
Both Debbie and Chanel find it amazing
to be part of the hair and scalp wellness
journey as they restore clients confidence
and quality of life. The best part of the
job is “watching our clients look in the
mirror..they finally see themselves again.”
PLEASE NOTE: For everyone’s safety, anyone
entering the salon must adhere to Covid-19 standard protocol.
When you arrive, please call to announce your arrival. When it
is time for you to enter, one of the staff members will get you.
Everyone must wear a mask, answer a questionnaire and get their
temperature checked. They only allow one client in each room at a
time. Hairlab employees clean and sanitize all of their tools using
UV lights. They also use ozone to ozonate their rooms after each
client. If necessary, they do accommodate for a parent or guardian.
*https://my.clevelandclinic.org/health/diseases/16921-hair-loss-in-women)

As an answer to these issues, and their personal challenges
they took action. In 2018, Debbie and Chanel founded
Hairlab Chicago, a place where they exercise their passion for
helping others struggling with the physical and debilitating
emotional effects of hair loss. Hairlab Chicago is the only nonsurgical hair loss center in the Northshore dealing with all
types of hair loss. All of their holistic and alternative solutions
are personalized to each clients conditions and needs.
Since both Debbie and Chanel both understand the devasting
impact it can have, they empathize with their clients. Women
are particularly vulnerable to self-esteem issues as it affects
their home life, careers, and relationships. One of their goals
is to help women regain their health and self-esteem, so they
focus on empowering women to bring back their confidence.
At Hairlab Chicago, the staff look at hair loss problems in a
holistic way by evaluating clients on the basis of personal
history, lifestyle, genetic factors and environmental conditions.
Typical reasons people visit a trichologist include: hair loss,
scalp problems – such as dandruff, inflammatory conditions,
or excessive oil production, hair texture problems, hair loss
after chemo, and loss of hair from menopause.
Hairlab Chicago also offers high-end alternative hair solutions.
Clients can choose from an array of wigs, hair extensions and
hair toppers. Hairlab Chicago also provides a one-of-a-kind
custom solution: 3D-printed hair prosthetics. This option is
used to create a perfect replica mold of your scalp. Hairlab
Chicago is an exclusive center of Cesare Ragazzi.
When asked about their experiences, several clients
described the environment at Hairlab Chicago as warm,

HAIR LOSS | TRICHOLOGY | ALTERNATIVE HAIR

BOOK YOUR 15-MINUTE COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

It’s time for you to
have the head of hair
you have always wanted!

847-999-9585
HAIRLAB CHICAGO
Teddie Kossof Building
281 N. Waukegan Rd, Suite 2
Northfield, IL 60093

hairlabchicago.com
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Light Up Your Life
By Paul Knobel | Expert Contributor
Two of the most common complaints
for an under-performing bathroom are
poor lighting and inadequate storage.
Fortunately, it is now possible to solve
both issues with a single product.
Medicine cabinets with integrated
lighting (recessed or surface mounted)
provide an attractive solution.
Whether a smaller space where a
single door cabinet is the right size,
or a larger space calling for multiple
doors is possible, these cabinets open
up a vast array of possibilities.
A pair of doors on a single cabinet
is uniquely designed with the doors
being of unequal width. This allows
the seam line to be offset to the
side of a center mount lavatory
bowl application allowing the user
to complete their routine at the sink
without having to tilt to one side or
the other to get an unbroken view,
avoiding the seam line of the two
doors. For a still wider application,
multiple medicine cabinets may be
aligned (yes, there is a kit for this
which makes it look custom) to cover
areas too wide for just one cabinet.
Still another option is a medicine
cabinet with a lift-up door. This unit
has a single mirrored door with
integrated lighting around the full
perimeter of the mirror.
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The LED lighting for these units is
available with dimmers. Dimmers
may operate with a simple yet
elegant push button control. Lighting
value options for the LED’s allows for
the intensity to be custom designed
to your unique bathroom space.
Other benefits include accurate color
representation and at least 50,000
hours of usage (if you are a math whiz,
that’s 5.7 years if left on 24/7)!
To further organize your bathroom
necessities, an in-cabinet electrical
outlet may be included to help keep
your countertop uncluttered and
appliances are out of sight.
These high-tech cabinets provide a
powerful tool for designing a space

narrow in width. No longer do you
have to settle for a small mirror in
order to have space to fit in a pair
of sidelight fixtures. No longer
do you have to settle for a fixture
installed over the mirror which offer
less than optimal lighting results.
Small powder rooms where a mirror
only design is the right choice fits
right into the design concept. Want
something different? Install a round
mirror with circular illumination.
To help navigate the many decisions
needed for a functional, beautiful
bathroom is where I come in. My
name is Paul Knobel and I am the
owner of Kitchens & Baths by Knobel,
a 3 generation family business which
began as a start up operation in 1933,
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87 years ago. I have over 40 years
experience in design/build. Whether
the project calls for expansion of the
existing bathroom space or simply
replacement of tired components in
their current locations, I would be your
single contact persona for all facets of
the job. My crews are highly skilled
and work to provide you with ultimate
satisfaction. We treat your home and
the project as if it is their own, giving it
the care and dignity it deserves.

Contact me today about the
bathroom
that
you
envision
becoming a welcome oasis from
sheltering in place. Mention this
expert contributor article and
receive 50% off of any one medicine
cabinet with integrated lighting on
any bathroom project going under
contract in 2020.

I S N ’ T I T T I M E YO U F E LT YO U R B E S T ?
SPORTS AND ORTHO PHYSICAL THERAPY
ARE THE PREMIER MOVEMENT SPECIALISTS.
Sports and Ortho is a Glenview/ Northbrook physical therapist owned clinic whose main
purpose is to deliver hands-on quality care that we feel is missing in today’s PT world.
GLENVIEW/
NORTHBROOK

It is our mission and vision to be the leader in movement science in orthopedic and sports
related injuries with a specialty in conditions involving spine, shoulders, and knees.

2747 PFINGSTEN RD
P (224) 282-8133
F (224) 282-8135
WWW.SPORTSANDORTHO.NET

EXPERTS IN HUMAN MOVEMENT | Woman Owned • Private Practice

OPTIMUM CARPET CARE
Michael Vincent

michael@optimumcarpetcare.com
847.223.2398
www.optimumcarpetcare.com
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Hope
By Joshua Parsons | Expert Contributor
We had to cancel.

There is.

It was just too risky. What if there were further complications?
What if the pain increased? What if we needed a hospital
again? We couldn’t go. For her sake and for the baby, we
needed to shut down our trip.

There’s a chapter in the Bible, in the book of Hebrews, that
offers a long list of people who were tested in their own lives.
These people, like us, endured hardships, disappointments,
and challenges. In various ways, their lives were upended and
their plans changed. They were “strangers and exiles on earth,”
people who knew and understood by personal experience the
challenges and disappointments of living in our world.

For a married couple with two kids and one on the way, a
generous gift of a vacation to Hawaii was what my wife and
I were so looking forward to. We were ready to enjoy the
ocean, sunshine, sleep, and extended time together when
the morning of our flight, my wife was doubled over on the
bathroom floor in pain. Something was wrong and we didn’t
know what. Five months pregnant, we rushed to the hospital
and spent the rest of the day being tested for everything.
We missed our flight, and missed our longed-for vacation.
We had looked forward to what was sure to be a refreshing,
relaxing, and invigorating dream-trip together. But in
an instant, it was gone. We stayed home, and Hawaii’s
sunshine bathed its beaches without us.
I know that I’m not the only one who has experienced
disappointment and dashed hopes. We are nearly seven
months into this COVID-19 pandemic, a worldwide
emergency that has shut down businesses, dried up
finances, sequestered families, and ruptured plans. For
many, hopes and dreams are being dismantled by the day.
It has become difficult to look forward to much of anything.

Yet they endured, and did so in confidence and joy.
How? Because they looked forward to something that no
circumstance on earth could ruin, alter, or touch. The book
of Hebrews puts it this way: “They desire a better country,
that is, a heavenly one.”
Their hope was rooted in something beyond present
circumstances. They looked beyond their difficulties of
earth and looked forward to Heaven. “A better country.”
In these days, friend, how are you going to keep your spirits
up? What’s going to feed your joy? What can you look forward
to? Is there anything that COVID-19 can’t touch? To each of
those questions, the promise of Heaven is the answer.
In the Bible, Jesus says that he came to the world to give life,
and give it abundantly. To offer joy, and to do it unreservedly.
For all who forsake living for themselves and instead follow
him, he promises this “better country.” He came to earth,
died on a cross, and rose from the dead for this purpose.

But it is hope—the expectation of something joyful
coming—that so helpfully bears us up when in the depths
of something difficult now.

That you and I would believe in him and therefore be both
saved from our sin and possess the sure hope of Heaven.
It’s all bound up in him!

So how are you going to keep your spirits up? What’s going
to feed your joy? What can you look forward to? Is there
anything that COVID-19 (or any other disaster) can’t touch?

A hope that cannot be shut down, dried up, or taken way. A
hope that cannot be upended, ruptured, or changed.
A sure hope to look forward to.

you ’ re welcome at

THE ORCHARD!
ONLINE SERVICE | SUNDAYS, 10 a.m.
theorchard.online.church
IN PERSON SERVICE | SUNDAYS, 10 a.m.
*Visit theorchardefc.org for info
before attending in person
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A multi-site Gospel church
Meeting at Christian Heritage Academy
315 Waukegan Road, Northfield, IL 60093
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Join the CAKE CRAZE!
By Beth Chemers | Business Profile

The past 7 months of COVID-19
shutdowns and restrictions have
permanently altered the food service
landscape. For Cake Craze, LLC, this
dramatic industry disruption ironically
wound up playing to the strengths of
its business model.
The Glenview-based small batch
artisan bakery has no brick and
mortar storefront. Rather, it makes
made-to-order desserts for delivery
to customers’ homes and also offers
the option of curbside pick-up in
Glenview. Additionally, some of its
products are shipped nationwide.
Cake Craze was founded in early
2019 by Cathy Cunningham, a longtime baker and avid label-reader
with a strong aversion to additives,
preservatives and hydrogenated
fats. It is this commitment to whole
ingredients that served as the guiding
principle for Cake Craze’s founding
and currently goes into the making
of every batter, dough, dip and icing
that Cake Craze makes. (The dessert
shop does incorporate food coloring,
sprinkles, candies and colored fondant
in certain designs; these decorations
are not guaranteed additive-free.)
In normal times, Cake Craze baked
goods are found at area boutiques,
bazaars and farmers markets, and prior
to mid-March its treats were a popular
choice for mitzvah celebrations,

receptions, corporate events and open
houses. But with these types of events
and celebrations currently on hold,
Cake Craze has done a minor pivot.
The company recently introduced
a dessert-of-the-month club and is
currently promoting a fun new addition
to its cake ball truffle, cookie dough
bite and buckeye gift boxes – flying
(paper) butterflies! Cunningham is also
investing more time creating short
how-to/demonstration videos for Cake
Craze’s Instagram and Facebook pages.
As fall approaches, the bakery is
ramping up to prepare university
logo cakes, cake ball truffles and
cookie dough bites in school colors.
And for those students heading to
their college campuses in the fall,

the bakery anticipates shipping
numerous care packages filled with
college-themed goodies from the
families who miss them back home!
Cake Craze has developed a
reputation for working with
customers to create custom cakes
and other desserts specific to their
celebratory needs. As such it has
become well known for its vanillaalmond and double chocolate cakes,
as well as its carrot, coconut and
chocolate mousse cakes. Pure milk
and white chocolate-dipped cake
ball truffles (no candy melts here!),
chocolate chip cookie dough bites
and buckeyes are also fan favorites.
Each holiday the bakery features
specials, including Christmas and
Valentine’s Day gift boxes; St. Patrick’s
Day Guinness chocolate cake and
cake ball truffles; and Easter coconut
cakes, candy cakes and “Bunny
Butt” cake ball truffles. Cake Craze
is additionally known for creative
custom desserts like the Hole-in-One
Golf Cake, vanilla-chocolate checker
cake and a Kit Kat cake topped with a
dozen cake ball truffles.
Check out all that Cake Craze has
to offer at www.cake-craze.com
and on Instagram and Facebook @
cakecrazegleview. For more information,
email cathy@cake-craze.com.
NORTHFIELD NEIGHBORS 11

ONE PLACE.

ALL SPORTS.

LOCAL, NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COVERAGE
FROM PEE WEE TO PROS

BVMSPORTS.COM
DOWNLOAD THE
BVM SPORTS APP ON
YOUR MOBILE DEVICE
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We strive to rejuvenate health and vitality,
restore passion and zest in the lives of our patients.

GROOMING • BATHING • BOARDING
SWIMMING • TRAINING

Doggie Da
y Care
is now ope
n

CARRIAGE HILL KENNELS
Since 2005

Our digestive system
works 24/7 to transform
the food we eat into
useful molecules
our body can use.

DOG TRAINING
Call for details

Day Swim
$32

CALL ABOUT OUR
AWARD WINNING
GROOMING SERVICES

Is your Gut
working for you?
Or Against you ?
Heal n Cure can help

Call us to set up your discovery call

847-686-4444

www.healncure.com
calendly.com/healncure/optimal-wellness

DOGGIE DAY SWIM!
Full day of fun and
swimming in our
indoor pool for dogs.
2218 Waukegan Rd. • Glenview
2020 WINNER
CarriageHillKennels.com
• 847-724-0270
GROOMING • BATHING
• BOARDING

SWIMMING • TRAINING

Four2218
Years
In A RowRd.
• 2017-2020
Waukegan
• Glenview
VotedCarriageHillKennels.com
#1 Pet Boarding & Pet •Grooming
847-724-0270

TELL US WHAT
YOU LOVE, WE’LL
MAKE IT HAPPEN
Call North America’s #1 provider of
custom window coverings and get
the style and personalized service
you deserve!

CALL FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION:

847-855-8899
BudgetBlinds.com

W E D O I T A L L F O R YO U :

BL IN DS • S HADES • S HUTTER S • DRAPES • HOME AUTOMATION
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Moving During The Time Of COVID - 19
By Audrey Peterson | Community Corner
While researching my next topic, it
dawned on me that you the reader
might
appreciate
hearing
the
perspective of someone who just
moved here from another state.
Moving to a new place holds more
challenges than many might think.
Just ask Luke Tyson. Luke, 18, is no
stranger to moving, as he and his
family have moved multiple times
because of job relocations. The Tyson
family came to Winnetka from the
Pittsburgh area in July. The Tysons
decided to move in the spring, and
things kicked into overdrive. Luke,
his brother, and his parents, made
the 12-hour drive from Pittsburgh to
Winnetka to house hunt.
Fast forward to now. The Tysons are
settling into their new normal. One
thing Luke mentions is a “lack of
closure” to his senior year in high
school. Everything just seemed to
stop suddenly, with no clear goodbye.
Luke was planning to do a gap year
in Morocco. Instead, he will be home
in Winnetka, digging into an online
version. While the experience differs
from Luke originally envisioned,
he is thrilled that he has a way to
occupy time during such unusual
circumstances. Learning languages
also fills Luke’s time. “I’m a big
language buff, so that’s what I always
loved to do in high school, definitely
something I want to do at college. So
outside of just Arabic classes, I study

about six different languages, so, you
know, continuing with textbooks.”
Keeping the brain active during the
uncertainty of a pandemic allows for
the ability to learn new things at one’s
own pace.
Following Luke’s online gap year, he
will head back east. “I’ll be enrolling
at Yale University next fall. So I’ll be
part of the class of 2025 instead of
2024. And their situation is it’s all
online instruction. Freshmen are
allowed to be on campus for the fall
and not for the spring. And I was
looking at it and whether or not this
gap year is a place to thrive or a place
to survive. Hopefully next year, my
freshman year, it will be a full year and
be maybe a little bit more traditional.”
Even though the pandemic has forced
individuals to stay inside, Luke and
his family explore the area as much
as they can. Luke also snagged a job
with the Winnetka Park District as a
beach attendant. He says that this
position is perfect for him! “I’m sitting
by the beach with a book with a lot
of downtime, sort of getting to meet
new people as they walk by, check in
passes. So that has been amazing while
also being within touching distance
of Lake Michigan.” The Tysons enjoy
going around the area to experience
all the great restaurant offerings.
Tocco has become a favorite!
Tyson talks about uniting young people
during these turbulent pandemic

Photo provided by Luke Tyson
times. “I think we’re all going to have
a really unique set of experiences that
sort of define us as like a class and an
age group.” Those who are in high
school and college can unite under
the experience of going through
school remotely and figuring out
ways to spend time with friends when
hanging out in person isn’t an option.
The young people of today will have a
lot to share with generations to come.
This time of crisis has taught people
a lot about what it means to rebound
from a situation and make the best of
it. Be on the lookout for Luke around
Winnetka and say hello to him!
Special thanks to Luke and the entire
Tyson family for allowing me into their
home to cover this story!

WE’RE OPEN!
FOR A LIMITED TIME, WE ARE OFFERING

NEW PATIENT EXAMS FOR $60
PATIENT EXAMS NORMALLY $240

Contact us today to schedule your new patient visit. 402 Linden Ave Wilmette IL 60091
info@atlasucc.com | (847) 920-4506

ALEX HALSTEAD D.C.

www.atlasucc.com | Follow us on Facebook @atlasucchiro for updates
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Around Town: Pics around Northfield!
By Beth Chemers | Community Corner

Northfield Community Church
An Oasis of Grace in the Community
Northﬁeld Community Church
400 Wagner Road Northﬁeld,
Illinois 60093
www.northfielducc.org
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A NORTH SHORE SANCTUARY FOR THE
MODERN LUXE BUYER
By Mike Stark | Community Corner

Perhaps no other property signifies more luxury than 135
Dickens Road in Northfield. Tucked away on 2.3 serene acres
on a dedicated road and surrounded by lush landscaping
and gardens, this 5-bedroom, 5.2 bath distinctive country
estate was thoughtfully designed as a private sanctuary.
An entertainment oasis with majestic grounds, new
bocce and pickleball courts, and three stone patios, this
idyllic property offers an outstanding lifestyle. An inviting
entry leads to an expansive and enchanting living space
with an open concept gourmet kitchen for elegant, yet
comfortable, entertaining. Owners enjoy vacation yearround in the luxurious indoor pool pavilion with sauna, hot
tub, exercise area and spa-like amenities.
Marketed and listed by Coldwell Banker’s Linda Martin,
thoughtfully renovated by Benvenuti and Stein, and given
a “refresh” by Showhomes Home Staging, this custom
country estate offers the ultimate in indulgence, comfort,
and privacy for the modern luxe buyer. Highlights include
a freshly painted interior, vaulted master suite with sitting
area, fireplace, walk-in closet, and glamorous new master
bath. There are four garage spaces. This North Shore gem
offers opulence and privacy with proximity to excellent
schools, recreation, shopping, and transportation.

THE TEAM BEHIND THE TRANSFORMATION
LindaK.Martin – Coldwell Banker Realty

Luxury Specialist and award-winning Coldwell Banker
Top Producer on the North Shore for over 30 years,
she thinks “out of the box” to give her clients the best
possible service.
Real estate luminary Linda Martin grew up on the North
Shore and offers clients a unique perspective into the
area. One of Coldwell Banker’s top agents, Linda applies
her near-lifetime experience to help her clients find a
home and a neighborhood that perfectly matches their
lifestyle. Linda utilizes a combination of online and print
advertising, social media, and video, and hosts special
events to create a comprehensive marketing strategy as
she has done for this luxury listing.
Linda’s expertise is routinely sought after by a number of
local and national media outlets: she was interviewed live
on WGN Radio to discuss her connection to Winnetka’s
Home Alone house, and her listings have been featured
in a multitude of publications, including Unique Homes
Magazine, Homes & Estates, Luxe Interiors + Design, The
Chicago Tribune, Crain’s Chicago Business, Robb Report,
WSJ, The North Shore Weekend, Kenilworth Life, Haven
Magazine, Sheridan Road and Make it Better.
Linda made a “splash” to celebrate the refresh of 135
Dickens Road, and the video was a social media sensation.
See it on Instagram @LindaMartinRealEstate.

Experience, enthusiasm, energy, integrity, and dedication
are the hallmarks of Linda K. Martin’s success. A Global
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YOUTH CLASSIFIEDS
Hey Kids! Free Advertising!

Be in business for yourself and make a little money – all
while helping your neighbors! To place your free classified
offering services, go to www.bestversionmedia.com and
click “Submit Content.” Please limit to 40 words. Please
be advised that all communication regarding Kids&#39;
Classifieds will be directed through a parent or guardian.

Calendar
of Events
Pumpkin Composting

Don’t throw away your
pumpkins this fall,
compost them! Plan
on dropping your
Halloween pumpkins at the
Community Center November 1-15.
This environment-friendly
opportunity is presented by
Go Green Northfield,
the Northfield Park District,
and the Village of Northfield.

Parent Name: Shari
Looking for jobs for a great local babysitter in Northfield,
IL. Great with multiple children, all pets, and can help
with chores around the house! Reach out by phone
(773) 968-1010.

Jamie the Scholar
Professional Private Tutor

847-204-2878

jamiethescholar@yahoo.com
A partnership based
in student-centered
learning, high
expectations, fun, and
continual assessment
7th-12th in the
areas of English,
Writing, ACT/SAT
English/Reading

Testimonials:
“Really just the best! I have recommended her to MANY!” - Parent
“She helped me gain confidence and
understand how I learn, so I could
succeed at school.” - Student
“Jamie is a fun person to
work with! She totally
gets me!” - Student

Nada Becker
Communications &
Marketing Manager
Northfield Park District
847.446.4428
northfieldparks.com

CLASSIC + FRESH
We are Chalet, the North Shore’s lifestyle
destination for bringing beauty and an oasis
to your life. Discover how Chalet can
help you transform your home through our
unparalleled landscape design and our
one-of-a-kind, nature-inspired collections.
www.chaletnurser y.com
847-750-5437

Northfield Living September 2020.indd 1
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THE SMART PUMP
IT WON’T STOP THE RAIN BUT IT
WILL HELP WITH THE WATER IN
YOUR BASEMENT.

BRATSCHI
PLUMBING
847.446.1421
801 OAK STREET, WINNETKA

www.bratschiinc.com + Established in 1937

The Ion System is an integrated pump package that
keeps you on top of potential flooding with advanced
email or text message notification.
 Stainless Steel & Cast Iron Sump Pumps
 Battery Backup System
 Ion Genesis Smart Controller and Sensors Lic. 055-004618

NFCNS is a play-based, nature-inspired preschool.
Come and see why so many families in the community
start their child’s educational journey with us.
SCHEDULE YOUR
TOUR TODAY
847.446.1116 | nfcns.org
Limited space available
for 2020-21!

What Can I Do To Protect My Home?

ULTRACLEAN 99

Stop Airborne Attacks From Viruses, Germs & Mold
Scientifically proven indoor air quality systems help
keep building envelopes clean!
Respicaire ionizing
systems render
viruses,
bacteria,
fungus
& VOCs
harmless by
generating natural
oxidation.

RESPICAIRE OXY 4

Proven Effective against these and many other harmful bacteria & viruses:
Influenza • Strep • Common Cold • Mold Bacteria • Viruses

HEATING • COOLING • ELECTRIC

2049 Johns Drive • Glenview

847-724-1690
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Jose'ph & Carla Ghanem Fitness
Lori A Halvorson, Aud, FAAA, COHC, ABA
Board Certified Doctor of Audiology
Mensa Member
Premier Elite Lyric Provider

Coaches Joe and Carla Ghanem are a husband
and wife team that can address all of your
fitness and wellness needs remotely!

Coach Joe 480.766.9728

100% Invisible
Wear 24/7
Clear, natural sound
No Batteries to
change
No daily hassles

Coach Carla 847.980.3971
jhghanem@gmail.com

SUMMERTIME IS

MONSTER TIME!
Monster Does It All!
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Monster Advantage

• ISA Certified Arborist on Staff
• Licensed & Insured
• No Job Too Small or Too Monstrous
• Clean. Efficient. Respectful.
• Prompt Service
• BBB Accredited A+ Rating

24-Hour Emergency Service
Complete Tree Removal
Tree & Shrub Pruning
Stump Grinding
Lot & Land Clearing
Commercial & Residential

ur
We’re In Yood!
Neighborhofor our
W
CALL NO ices!
Best Pr
Northbrook, IL 60062 I NorthShore@whymonster.com

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED l FULLY INSURED

ANY SERVICE OF
$1,000 OR MORE
Coupon only valid on payments made by invoice due date.
Late payments result in forfeiture of all discounts and coupons.
Coupons valid at the time of estimate. Not valid on PHC Services,
Prior estimates or invoices. May not be combined with any other offer.

$

50

OFF

200

OFF

$

ANY SERVICE OF
$350 OR MORE
Coupon only valid on payments made by invoice due date.
Late payments result in forfeiture of all discounts and coupons.
Coupons valid at the time of estimate. Not valid on PHC Services,
Prior estimates or invoices. May not be combined with any other offer.

ENJOY hearing everything & everyone you love!
“Dr. Halvorson provides professional hearing
care, not just sells hearing aids. She educates you
and retrains your brain so you can understand
your friends and family, not just hear things
louder.” -Kenneth S.
Professionally fit by a Doctor of Audiology

Visit us at: www.lakeforesthearing.com
Telephone: 847-295-1185

847.558.6540

WhyMonster.com/north-shore

*Professionally fit hearing aids can Reduce Cognitive Decline and Increase Memory

Northfield: 400 Central Ave, Ste 100 | Lake Forest: 225 E. Deerpath, Ste 223
Chicago: 1731 N Marcey, Ste 530
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Sales & Service | Upholstery, Carpet & Rug Cleaning
CHICAGO
1421 W. Devon Ave.
(773) 743-1300

WILMETTE
1625 Sheridan Rd. Unit G
(847) 400-7900

Visit our NEW Wilmette Showroom Call for an Appointment!

KlujianRugs.com

Est.1938
Est.1938

